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From the Executive Director

Dear Friends,

Welcome to the Fall 2020 issue of our biannual 

newsletter. While the pandemic continues, 

this newsletter is a pleasant reminder of the 

Turkish Commission’s efforts to maintain as 

much normality as possible in the conducting 

of regular business. The administration of all our 

programs is continuing as usual, despite some 

minor adjustments, and we are extremely happy 

to have welcomed some American grantees and 

dispatched many Turkish grantees to the U.S .this 

September, with even more preparing to travel in 

January. The only real difference you will see in this 

issue is the predominance of Zoom screen shot 

photos of meetings and orientations rather than 

the regular group pictures!

I am saddened to note that this issue’s ‘in 

memoriam’ section is devoted to our own 

Fulbright Commission Board member, Aslı 

Başgöz. She was a remarkable person, and a very 

valuable contributor to the smooth functioning of 

the Commission Board. She will be sorely missed. 

On a similarly somber note, we are introducing in 

this newsletter a new section that will be included 

in each Winter issue, noting those Turkish and 

American Fulbright Alumni who have passed 

away in the previous year. We are able to begin 

sharing this news with you as the process of 

updating our Alumni database is now almost 

entirely completed.  

As we continue to chart our way through these 

tumultuous and difficult days, I, together with the 

entire staff at the Turkish Fulbright Commission, 

would like to wish you a happy holiday season. 

Most importantly, stay safe, keep in touch, and 

take care.

Best,

Prof. Ersel Aydınlı

After a childhood filled with art classes, 
drawing, painting, cultural programs and 
activities, Sharon Wood chose to study 
f ilm-making at the San Francisco Art 
Institute, because she thought she had 
already learned a few things about all the 
other subjects. It appears she chose wisely, 
because she went on to become a prolific 
director, screenwriter, editor, and producer 
of documentary films, working with Oscar 
winners, and producing documentaries 
that have had lasting impact. 

Her interest in Evliya Çelebi and the 
many books she read led her to plan for a 
documentary about him. With this project, 
she received a Fulbright U.S. Scholar grant 
to conduct research in Turkey in 2016. She 
came back a year later, and plans to come 
back again, as her project goes forward.

She says she always urges young 
prospective film makers to study history, 
philosophy, journalism, sociology; fields 
that help them understand how humanity 
functions. They can then address their 
subjects with more depth – just like she 
has been doing for the past 40 years.

(Full interview on pages 9-13)

An  
Inspiring  

Story



Just like all around the world, the 
COVID-19 Pandemic made an impact 
and forcibly changed the format of all 
our Commission’s activities – but not its 
purpose. The Commission staff were able 
to adapt the Fulbright Commission’s 
mission to the “new normal”, and 
in a short while, all departments 
began carrying out their routines in 
different but equally effective ways.

The Turkish Programs had to write 
a brand-new protocol and build the 
structure for online interviews, evaluation 
of applications, and orientation meetings. 
They allowed applicants to take online 
test options, send school documents in 
online authorized versions, and offered 
countless other adaptive solutions.

Both the Turkish and American Programs 
staff had to continuously keep track of 
grantees who were set to go to or come 
from the U.S.; they were responsible for 
finding out who wanted to, or was allowed 
to proceed as planned, and who was able 
to defer, or drop out of the programs. They 
also had to keep track of the universities 
where grantees had planned to study, and 

find out which ones would be in-person, 
hybrid or online, and thus who would be 
going or staying to study online; and then 
update grantee protocols continuously, 
with support from the Finance Officer. 

The Finance and Administrative Unit kept 
track of many frequent changes coming 
from the Turkish and American Programs, 
updating f inancial tables and making 
necessary payments to grantees on time. 
The staff also made time to organize, 
prepare for and carry out a periodic audit 
of its operations. An extra responsibility 
was keeping staff in both offices safe by 
following recent developments, taking 
necessary precautions, and developing 
and following up with safety protocols. 

The Advising Staff moved all their activities 
online, in addition to the ones they already 
had. All fairs moved online, as well as all 
outreach grant presentations. New grant 
programs were promoted on innovative 
new channels. It is interesting to note that 
in spite of screen fatigue experienced 
widely by students, participation in 
some of these online events grew 
compared to physical activities before. 

News from the Commission

Pictured above: Our Commission Executive Director Prof. Ersel Aydınlı with Department Heads on a meeting call.

Another fact that was noted by all staff was 
the demand on their time this new system 
and technology posed. They had to work 
longer hours, often involving late night calls, 
in order to reach overseas contacts. All the 
hard work was done in good spirit though, 
knowing that it was a necessary sacrifice.

Although all activities involving face-
to-face contact were halted and moved 
online, both the Ankara and İstanbul 
offices were open most days to answer 
phone calls, accept application documents, 
process paperwork, approve documents, 
and plan and carry out other activities – 
all done with safety precautions in place.

While previously the staff had weekly 
meetings with the Executive Director, 
Prof. Ersel Aydınlı, these meetings were 
held twice weekly during the pandemic, 
while key staff met on all other days as 
well. This protocol kept the Commission 
Staff always connected and up-to-date. 

In summary, the Turkish Fulbright 
Commission Staff rose up to the challenge 
posed by the pandemic and carried 
out its mission in effective new ways.
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In Memoriam: Aslı Başgöz

and acquisitions, joint ventures and 
privatizations, as well as capital markets, 
private equity and financing deals, based 
on her wide-ranging knowledge in diverse 
sectors.

She was a member of the global four-
partner Executive Committee of White 
& Case LLP and a partner in the Firm’s 
İstanbul office, which she founded in 1985.

Ms. Başgöz received her B.A. in Economics 
and Political Science f rom Indiana 
University and her J.D. from the University 
of Michigan Law School. She was a member 
of the New York State Bar Association.

She was known  for  supporting  young 
lawyers, serving as a role model for working 
women, and  contributing  to projects 
involving child education, especially for 
girls. She was also widely recognized as a 
patron of the arts. 

Described by White & Case as a respected, 
wise,  and  compassionate  woman, Aslı 
Başgöz leaves a sizable void in the hearts 
of family and friends, and is mourned by 
many. We will always remember her sharp 
intellect and sound wisdom that have 
made an invaluable contribution to our 
Commission.

Board Member, 
lawyer, partner 

at White & Case, 
philanthropist

1957 - 2020

It is with great sorrow that we write about 
the passing of Aslı Başgöz, the Turkish 
Fulbright Commission's Board Member 
for the past three years.

Recognized by respected legal guides 
and European Legal Experts as one of 
the top corporate lawyers in Turkey, Aslı 
Başgöz was experienced in mergers 



Mert Batırbaygil, our part-time Graphic 
Design and Social Media Assistant left 
the Commission at the end of August. In 
addition, Güneş Tunç, Program Assistant 
who was filling in for Nazlı Bulgurluoğlu 
while on maternity leave at American 

Hümeyra Kaanoğlu 
Prof. Aziz Sancar 

Ph.D. Grant 
Recipient

Staff 
Transitions

Board 
Transitions

Mr. Robert Hilton (right), Minister-
Counselor for Public Affairs at the U.S. 
Embassy in Ankara joined our Board 
in August; and after the passing of Aslı 
Başgöz, Mr. Mark H. Butler (far right) has 
been selected as the new board member. 
Mr. Butler is an American architect, living 
and working in İstanbul with his wife 
Nedret, who is also an architect. 

This year’s Fulbright Prof. Dr. Aziz 
Sancar Ph.D. Grant has been awarded 
to Ms Hümeyra Kaanoğlu. Although Ms. 
Kaanoğlu was scheduled to begin her 
grant period in the year 2021-2022, she 
was asked by Prof. Sancar to start early. 
In January 2021, she will travel to the 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill to join Prof. Sancar’s laboratory 
and conduct research on DNA repair, 
and hopefully cancer treatment. Ms. 
Kaanoğlu is originally from a village in 
Gümüşhane, and attended school in 
Antalya, where her family relocated when 
she was 10 years old. She then earned 
a scholarship to attend Koç University, 

Programs, will be leaving the Commission 
at the end of December. We will miss her 
enthusiasm and scrupulous work during 
the pandemic. We thank both our former 
colleagues for their valuable contribution 
to the Commission.

studying two majors:  Molecular Biology 
& Genetics, and Psychology. She says she 
was always interested in biology, but she 
decided to study it after she attended a 
one-day event at Koç University and had 
the opportunity to visit laboratories and 
talk with professors about their research. 
She was also inspired when she attended 
a conference by Prof. Sancar, when he 
visited Koç University after receiving his 
Nobel Prize. She was drawn into his area 
of research, and decided to pursue the 
same goal if she could, and even dreamed 
that she would one day work with him. 

And now, that dream has come true.

 
Pictured below right:  Hümeyra Kaanoğlu 

with Duygu Kimençe, the Turkish 
Programs Officer

Pictured below left:  Hümeyra Kaanoğlu
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Fulbright Senior Scholar 2020 alumnus Prof. Gürkan Kumbaroğlu’s 
book “Pandemide Amerika ve George Floyd” gets published

evaluates how George Floyd, who lost his 
life due to police violence, affected the 
whole country. He talks about the horrible 
incident, how police and demonstrators 
clashed, and how the large-scale protests 
spread across the country.

Finally, he writes about his observations on 
Turks and other foreigners living in the U.S., 
and how he missed his country.

News from the Alumni

Prof. Kumbaroğlu, who teaches in the 
Department of Industrial Engineering at 
Boğaziçi University, and is the founding 
Director of the Energy Policies Research 
Center wrote about his observations and 
experiences during the recent George 
Floyd demonstrations and coronavirus 
pandemic while conducting research 
at George Washington University. In his 

book, he discusses the panic that the 
pandemic brought, including how shelves 
at supermarkets soon became empty, 
schools were closed, all activities cancelled, 
and most work transferred to online. While 
most visiting lecturers returned to their 
home countries, he stayed put, thinking 
the restrictions would be lifted after several 
weeks. However, he started to worry when 
there were no new items on the shelves 
for many days. Prof. Kumbaroğlu also 

A mother – daughter and co-worker team, all Fulbrighters, 
contributing to their fields of study make us proud:

Prof. Semra Aşçıgil 
2003-2004 Fulbright Visiting 

Scholar Program Alumna

Students of Semra Aşçıgil, professor of 
organizational and behavioral science 
at Middle East Technical University, won 
first and second prizes in the graduate 
division of the 23rd International Business 
Ethics Case Competition (IBECC) in April 
2020. The competition expects students 

to demonstrate teamwork, analyze ethical 
issues, consider multiple criteria (financial, 
legal and ethical) in decision making and 
influence board decisions under time 
constraints. Experienced managers, 
executives, lawyers, compliance officers 
and academicians with expertise in 

business ethics comprise 
the jury. Prof. Aşcıgil 
notes , “sometimes teams 
identify and discuss 
ethical issues that are 
not yet in our business 
community’s agenda. 
Witnessing their foresight 
and performance, as 
well as the appreciation 
g a i n e d  f ro m  j u r y 
members is the greatest 
award for me.”

Image from the Middle East Technical 
University website



Alumni Highlights

Esra Aşçıgil
Ph.D. student at the University 

of Michigan, Ann Arbor

Assoc. Prof. Ercan 
Karakoç

 Fulbright Scholar-in-
Residence (S-I-R) grantee, 

2010-2011

Ms. Aşçıgil, daughter of Semra Aşçıgil 
has recently published an article 
titled “Integrating models of marital 
functioning to understand the mental 
health consequences of the Great 
Recession”, co-authored by other 
Fulbrighters, Emre Selçuk (Visiting 
Researcher Grantee, 2007-2008) and Gül 
Günaydın (Student Grantee, 2007-2008).  
The study examined marital satisfaction 
as a mechanism linking recession 
adversities and mental health, and 
found that economic hardships during 
the 2008 U.S . recession strained 
household f inances and increased 
marital disagreements. “Many people are 
faced with similar stressful experiences 
today,” said Esra Aşçıgil, the study’s 
lead author and a U-M doctoral student 
in Psychology. “We may expect to see 
similar findings with marital problems 
and mental health, especially if people 
have fewer resources to cope with these 
events." The study appears in the Journal 
of Social and Personal Relationships. 
Co-authors Mr. Emre Selcuk and Ms. Gül 

the “Turks and Armenians” project hosted 
by Marmara University. 

The article comprises his memoirs 
about his meetings, relationships and 
communication with families of the 
Armenian diaspora and American 
academics in Pittsburgh while he was 
working at the Global Focus Program at 
Chatham University as a Fulbright S-I-R.

The Global Focus Program, run by the 
Department of History at Chatham 
University focuses on a different country 
or region each year, thus creating the 
opportunity to get to know different areas 
and cultures for university students and 
staff. When the 2010-2011 academic year 
was chosen to be the “Year of Turkey”, 
the program director, Dr. Jean-Jacques 
Sène asked Dr. Karakoç to assist him in 
the studies related to Turkey and Turkish 
culture. In his article, Dr. Karakoç relates his 
encounters with members of the Armenian 
diaspora, how they developed close 

relations, visited each other, and listened 
to each other’s different points of view in 
a civilized way, finding common ground. 
During the year, he also contributed to the 
many cultural events organized within the 
framework of the project and built long 
lasting friendships. His article can be found 
at https://turksandarmenians.marmara.
edu.tr/en/an-experience-regarding-
communication-with-the-armenian-
diaspora-in-america/ 

Dr. Karakoç says that what he experienced 
that year has convinced him that “both 
societies should keep the lines of 
communication open, should try to 
understand each other, have empathy, and 
should tolerate each other’s views.” He adds 
that “the coexistence and the experiences 
shared by the two communities for about 
a thousand years, even after the painful 
memories of the last century, should be 
leading the two nations to understand and 
share each other’s pains.”

Dr. Ercan Karakoç, currently teaching at 
the Department of Humanities and Social 
Sciences at Yıldız Technical University, has 
recently contributed an article entitled “An 
Experience Regarding Communication 
with the Armenian Diaspora in America” to 

Günaydın are researchers at Sabancı 
University in Turkey, and Anthony Ong is 
a professor at Cornell University.
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OBITUARIES 2020

Norman Carter OSWALD was a teacher who taught English for 30 
years at Fremont Jr. High School. In 1990-1991, he came to Turkey 
to teach English at TED Ankara College as a Fulbright Teacher 
Exchange Program grantee. He passed away on January 15, 2020.

Dr. Cindy SMITH was a professor of Criminology. She was the 
first female Director of the United Nations International Crime 
and Justice Research Institute and the first woman Chief of 
the National Institute of Justice International Center. She won 
a Fulbright Research grant and came to Turkey in 2005-2006 
to conduct research on human trafficking and work with the 
General Directorate of Security in Ankara. Dr. Smith died on 
January 18, 2020.

Seniha Taşkıranel HALMAN won a Fulbright Master’s Grant and 
studied Journalism in Northwestern University, graduating in 1952-
1953. She then became a radio programmer at the United Nations, 
responsible for the European division. She was well known for her 
immense knowledge in many fields, and appreciation of visual 
and performing arts. She died on June 12, 2020.

Prof. Richard Millman was a practicing architect for 11 years 
before making a transition to academia. He taught architecture 
at Ohio University and Auburn University. He won a Fulbright 
Visiting Scholar award and came to teach at Middle East Technical 
University in 1966-1967. He died on July 8, 2020.



An Inspiring Story

Sharon Leslie Wood
Could you talk about yourself and your family? Your childhood, 
upbringing and family culture?

I was born in Los Angeles, California. My father was an accountant, 
and my mother, a nurse. My father worked, often seven days a 
week, while my mom stayed home until I was a teenager, then 
resumed nursing. Until I was 10, I grew up in a culturally rich 
neighborhood.  On our block alone, we had neighbors who were 
Polish, and they would hold polka dances. There were also Mexican 
Americans and African Americans, and immigrants from Spain, 
Denmark, and Yugoslavia. I always felt my neighbors were doing 
more interesting things than my boring, “white-bread” family!

My father did build a two-story tree-house in the backyard 
avocado tree, where I spent a lot of time reading.  Later, we moved 
to a different part of Los Angeles, close to Griffith Park. That’s 
where my younger sister, who had cancer, died at the age of 9. 
While I have warm memories from the house, her long illness and 
death overshadowed my childhood.  

What were your interests in school?

My primary interest was in art: painting and drawing. In third 
grade, my elementary school teacher encouraged my mom to 
take me to after-school art classes and provide other cultural 
enrichment. UCLA was just being built at that time, and offered 
a number of cultural programs for families. My mom would take 
me and we both enjoyed the programs, including plays and films. 
All of these opened up a larger world for me. When I could drive, 
I started to attend screenings at the LA County Museum of Art, 
and I saw films from around the world.

Were there any people and events that influenced you in your 
formative years?

When I was a teenager, I met a woman graphic artist, and I 
took classes from her after school. We became friends – it’s a 
complicated story. She knew an artist in India, Shanti Dave, who 
had children with health problems.  So, she brought Shanti’s oldest 
son to live with her so that he could get the therapy he needed. 
His youngest son, Amul, had polio from a bad vaccine, so he came 
and lived with us for a year and a half. Amul was only 4 when he 
arrived, and he had a successful surgery on his leg. Because my 
mom was a nurse, she could give him physical therapy, and take 
care of him. I became very close with that family. Years later, for 
my senior college project in film school, I went to New Delhi and 
stayed with them, and then went off to a village in Gujarat to 
make my film. I became very interested in India from a historical, 
anthropological perspective; and it was all due to this woman 
artist I met as a teenager.  

I’m still close with the family. The children are now adults, living 
in Canada.

Are they well now, health-wise?

Yes, they are fine. I recently went there to attend one of their 
children’s wedding.

So, why did you choose film school? We understand you were 
interested in the arts, but why film?

Well, that was a complete accident! 

I didn’t want to live at home while going to college. There was a 
college that someone from my high school had gone to, called 
the San Francisco Art Institute. I applied there and was accepted. 
I looked at the majors offered:  there was painting, sculpture, 
photography, and film-making. I thought I’d done a little of all 
the others, but I’d never done any film-making, so I chose that. 

So that’s the reason! But you were probably able to merge your 
other interests like art and photography into film making as 
well?

Yes, that’s true. 

In the Art Institute, the emphasis was on experimental art 
films and personal expression, and I was not very interested in 
making that kind of film. That is why I moved into the direction 
of documentary film making. 

Why do you think you felt more comfortable with making 
documentary films?

Part of it is because it’s always an exploration. You are always 
learning new things, and then interpreting what you learn, 

Pictured above:  Sharon L. Wood at Topkapı Palace in İstanbul
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So, you did three documentaries about Turkey, the Ottoman 
Empire, Halide Edip, and Atatürk. And you came across Evliya 
Çelebi and got interested, and wanted to do more research 
and learn more about him. How did you decide to apply for a 
Fulbright grant?

As the project with Lucasfilm was ending I was trying to figure 
out what I was going to do next. I knew about Fulbright, and was 
looking at other programs as well. But at the time I didn’t have 
a project or specific area of study. Then in 2011, it was the 400th 
year of Evliya Çelebi’s birth, and for that occasion,  much more 
of his Seyahatnâme (Book of Travels) was translated to English. 
So, I knew then that there was plenty of material for a film, and I 
applied for a Fulbright. . 

Can you talk about your Fulbright year? What did you do while 
in Turkey? Was it a fruitful year? You had a very ambitious 
plan, starting with İstanbul and then travelling to Edirne 
and Bursa, and later Trabzon, Erzurum, Bitlis, and possibly 
Diyarbakır. Were you really able to visit all those places in such 
a short time?

I will give you a “spoiler alert”! In my second month, I broke my 
ankle. I got wonderful treatment and health care, but I couldn’t 
travel. I ended up spending most of my time in İstanbul. But I 
met lots of wonderful people. And what an amazingly beautiful 
city İstanbul is! I was able to go to Ankara briefly, and I wanted to 
return there and spend some more time there. I also briefly went 
to Antalya for the last meeting with the Fulbright group. So, my 
experience is mostly limited to İstanbul. At the same time, I better 
understand travel challenges and learned how to get around.  
Also, I have friends and contacts in Turkey now , so I can definitely 
make more realistic travel plans.  

Travel restrictions aside, even within İstanbul, I limited myself, 
because there was so much stimulation. For example, I didn’t go 
to the Dolmabahçe Palace, only to Topkapı Palace and numerous 
mosques; and I didn’t go to the Byzantine cisterns. I wanted to 
keep my focus on the 16th, 17th centuries.

I met several Ottoman scholars I had been corresponding 
with, and it was wonderful to talk with them at length. I was 
able to audit a class at Koç University – my affiliated institution. 
The scholar who was my primary contact was Prof. Sooyong 
Kim, a Korean American Ottoman scholar who teaches at Koç 
University. He had been a student of Dr. Robert Dankoff, the 
primary American Evliya Çelebi scholar.  I was able to audit a 
class with Prof. Aslı Niyazioğlu, who is now teaching at Oxford. 
Her class was about the history of İstanbul as seen by its Ottoman 
writers and thinkers. The class did several field trips, which was 
wonderful for me. We met at different locations for these events. 
I used the subway a lot – I love the İstanbul subway!  I also visited 
Boğaziçi University. It was a treat to meet these scholars and 
also interesting to realize that their approach to history is very 
different from the approach of American and British scholars I’ve 
interviewed. Ottoman scholars mostly spend time in archives, 
reading in a language that’s not being used anymore and 
interpreting what they read. So, it’s a very traditional practice of 
history. It’s completely understandable because of course they 
have to go to archives. In the U.S., scholars are more often looking 
at relatively recent history, so it’s not just archive research but a 
range of other areas. 

engaging with the world, rather than doing something that 
completely originates from yourself, your own imagination.

So, when you graduated from the Art Institute after doing your 
film in India, what did you do?

I started working at various jobs, but then decided I needed more 
structure to finish editing the film – because I had only shot 
the film but not edited it yet. So, I went back to school, to San 
Francisco State where I also edited the film and finished it, and 
got a Master’s degree. 

Are you happy with what you chose to do?

Now I am. I love what I do, but sometimes it’s very hard to support 
yourself making documentaries. You’re balancing doing your 
own work versus working for someone else.  It’s hard to work, 
unpaid, on your own film, while paying bills and supporting your 
family (I have a son). There’s not much money in documentary 
film making as opposed to dramatic film making. So many 
people do related paid work, like teaching or shooting or editing 
for someone else, which provides some income and can often 
creative satisfaction as well.  In my case I have written grant 
proposals, treatments, scripts, narration on other people’s films; 
and sometimes I would be very creatively involved in production 
and post-production (editing), other times I would only add 
bits and pieces. That’s how I’ve supported myself. There’s no 
guarantee. It’s month to month. 

I read that you worked with Lucasfilm for eight years.

Yes, that’s actually what really turned things around for me. And 
that’s where I also discovered Evliya Çelebi and how I eventually 
came to Turkey thanks to Fulbright. So Lucasfilm was wonderful 
for many reasons. 

Pictured:  Sharon Wood at Sundance between Oscar winners Rob Epstein 
on the left and Jeffrey Friedman on the right 

"What I  love about making 
documentaries is that each time I 
make one, I learn to see the world in 
a different way"



It is interesting to note that Prof. Heath Lowry, another 
Ottoman historian who we interviewed in a past issue also 
said something similar, that studying Ottoman History is very 
difficult as the documents that need to be studied from the 
archives are numbered in millions…

Oh, I did meet him, and he was very helpful. Dr. Caroline Finkel 
urged me to see him. Dr. Finkel is from the UK, and lives part 
time in İstanbul. She wrote a one volume history of the Ottoman 
Empire – a great resource! She was the person, along with another 
British woman, who developed the Evliya Çelebi trail, and she has 
been extremely helpful to me.

Pictured above:  After the interviews at Açık Radyo, with Ömer Madra and 
Kutay Derin Kugay

Could you talk about your impressions of Turkish culture? How 
it was different? Did you know any Turks before you came to 
Istanbul?

Prior to starting this project,  I didn’t know any Turks. Now I know 
there’s a Turkish community in the San Francisco Area, but then, 
I had no idea. I lived in Tarlabaşı, right on the edge. An American 
woman had a house and rented rooms. She travelled a lot, so she 
was sometimes there, and sometimes not.

Even though I didn’t travel much, I enjoyed spending a lengthy 
period of time in a certain neighborhood, getting to know the 
area, the owners of the “bakkals,” the children on the block, 
seeing them play soccer, talking with the neighbors; developing 
a feeling of community. And that was particularly enjoyable, 
being far from home.  Also, going to other parts of the city, just 
observing people. If I was on the ferry, crossing to the Asian side, 
people would start up a conversation – sometimes they were 
Turks or sometimes visitors from other places. One woman I 
was talking to on the ferry was from Baku, Azerbaijan. I loved the 
variety and the range of people. I knew from having made that 
short documentary about Atatürk, that the whole idea of Turkish 
identity was created and nurtured as the nation developed, while 
at the same time Turkish citizens come from all over. I was aware 
of that and sometimes tried to imagine where this person might 

have been from, and what this person’s background was. I really 
enjoyed that.

In your biography, you also wrote about your plans to visit 
Albania; were you able to do that?

Yes, but first, the following year, I came back to İstanbul and 
brought my husband. We spent a week in İstanbul, and I marched 
him all over the city. 

He is a radio programmer, right?

Yes, and he is also a historian; he teaches United States History at 
the University of California Santa Cruz. 

You made some interviews at Açık Radyo then?

Absolutely. One of the programmers there, Kutay Derin Kugay, 
who hosts World Music on Açık Radyo, used to be a programmer 
in San Francisco. I didn’t know that he was Turkish, he hadn’t 
talked about himself while doing radio in the U.S.  I got in touch 
with him. He is Laz, and I had found some references from Evliya 
Çelebi about the Laz; and he was doing a project on Nusrat, the 
Fire Festival. So, I found references to that by Evliya Çelebi and 
gave them to him as well. 

So, after İstanbul, we went to Bosnia, spent time in Sarajevo and 
Mostar, both places Evliya Çelebi wrote about. I did a little filming 
there. 

This last summer, 2019, I took a service trip that Fulbright offers, 
that went to Albania, Montenegro, and Bosnia. So, I did go 
to Albania, and it was fascinating. I was hoping to return this 
summer, but of course it didn’t happen. Evliya writes about 
dancing traditions in a southern Albanian city called Gjirokastra, 
which is the hometown of Enver Hoxha, and Ismail Kadare, 
the most renowned Albanian literary figure. We spent a lot of 
time there with an impressive non-profit organization, Cultural 
Heritage without Borders. I learned a lot about the city – I will 
definitely go back there – and bring my husband along! And do 
some filming.

Several of the Ottoman scholars I talked to said that it was good 
to focus on the Balkans because not a lot of on the ground work, 
research has been done about the Balkans and Evliya Çelebi. 
There’s one Dutch scholar who has taken photos all over the 
Balkans, and he has written about Evliya Çelebi. That seems like a 
good place to include, but I don’t want to forget Turkey of course. 

How long do you think your project on Evliya Çelebi will take? 
Of course, it’s very difficult to plan with COVID, and also funds 
will probably be very difficult to get, but still, what is your 
estimate?

Well, there’s been a lot of changes in Turkey. I left in early June, 
and a little later there was the coup attempt. There’s also been a 
lot of changes here in the U.S. I have been involved with election 
work here. I have to make some creative decisions and financial 
decisions about the Evliya project. I applied to a major funder here 
in the U.S., the National Endowment of Humanities. It seems that 
I was close to getting support, but ultimately it was rejected. It’s a 
lengthy application, very dense, very academic. But I also realized 
that I need to create a sample video to show what I want to do. 

Toward that end I filmed interviews with Sooyong Kim and Robert 
Dankoff here in the U.S., but I also need to get some animation 
done to show Evliya’s world. There are many spectacular Ottoman 
miniatures that I want to base some animations on, and also 
include those paintings in the archives at Topkapı. So, there’s a 
lot of work to do but after the time spent in Turkey, I needed paid 
work! I also need to find some kind of realistic funding. My current 
plan is to make a series of short films about Evliya Çelebi because 
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How were you involved in the project on Ai Weiwei, “Ai Weiwei: 
Yours Truly” as a creative producer?

The last few years, I’ve worked on several projects where 
the director was a f irst-time director. That was true for “Ai 
Weiwei: Yours Truly.” The director was Cheryl Haines, a highly 
accomplished curator who organized the entire Alcatraz project, 
working with Ai Weiwei, who was under house arrest in Beijing 
at the time. Cheryl had not directed before, so the editor, Gina 
Leibrecht, was doing more than an editor normally does. Gina 
invited me in, to work with her, exchange ideas and solve 
problems together. So I ended up working with both Gina and 
Cheryl and others on the team to help shape the film and refine 
Cheryl’s narration.  

Among all your works - and there are many that are very well 
known -which do you favor, your chef-d’oeuvre’s? Which make 
you proud?

I don’t know. There are ones that you feel good about because 
they were wonderful experiences. What I love about making 
documentaries is that each time I make one, I learn to see the 
world in a different way. The one that I submitted to Fulbright 
in the application was “Seeking Truth - The Life of Leo Tolstoy.” 
It was such an amazing experience to dive into Tolstoy’s world, 
learn about him, and then to put that film together and begin to 
understand how he wrote. 

Years ago, I worked on a film called “The Celluloid Closet”, a 
film about Hollywood’s depiction of homosexuals. That was 
fascinating as well, and the film was shown very widely. That 
was both fun and interesting to work on. 

I did love the Ai Weiwei film because so many documentaries 
make you feel depressed or angry by exposing terrible things – 
which are important. They are investigative, or informative. For 
example, the final film project I did at Lucasfilm was “Manifest 
Destiny”, about United States foreign policy. It was a series, and 
the last episode was United States history from the end of the 
Cold War to Obama’s election. There was the first Iraq War, 
Rwanda, the wars in the Balkans, the destruction of Yugoslavia, 
Bosnia, the birth of Kosovo, and then Afghanistan and the second 
Iraq War. Looking at all of this horrible footage of carnage over and 
over for months, and seeing and hearing interviewees describe all 
the bad choices made and unintended consequences was hard.

So, “Ai Weiwei: Yours Truly” was the opposite. It addressed serious 
issues, particularly political prisoners, but it found a way to do it 
that made you feel hopeful, gave you courage, and made you 
want to do something good in the world. So that film was very 
satisfying to work on and also to watch.

What makes you happy in your job? 

 I think, in terms of doing the films, I’m happiest when I’m starting, 
when I’m doing the research; because then anything is possible. 
It’s then a process of narrowing. So, research and then editing – 
because they are both reflective. Shooting films is very exciting 

that’s sort of how he tells his life story, in episodes. I had been 
struggling to create this overall narrative arc, and with separate 
shorts, that is less necessary.

When we look at all the works you have done, it’s really a lot! 
You have done many impressive things. How do you think your 
films and scripts made an impact in the field of documentary 
film making?

I think I do bring a historical perspective to documentaries, 
making films that are thoughtful and thought provoking. I don’t 
usually make advocacy films, or films that tell people how to 
think. I feel as though what I’ve brought to projects is that I do 
a lot of research and reading. My house is currently full of books 
about the Ottoman Empire! By the way, in my research on the 
Evliya Çelebi project, what has struck me was how many of those 
scholars are women! 

You’ve worked as a producer, as a narrator, script writer, a 
director… which of these do you like the best?

It really depends on who I’m working with and what the subject 
is. If I’m working with a team of other creative, positive people, 
then any of those roles are fine. With documentaries, you spend 
a long time with the same people, in the edit room – not right 
now of course, everything is done remotely! That’s hard.  You’re 
spending six months to a year, or sometimes more with the same 
people. So there has to be a creative common ground. If it’s a 
project that I feel passionately about, of course I would love to 
direct it. But if it’s one I’m interested in, but not as emotionally, 
intellectually invested in, then I’m happy to be a producer or 
writer; and a lot of times I’m a combination of producer and 
writer on projects – which is fine.

"...I always urge young prospective 
f ilm makers to study history, 
philosophy, journalism, sociology; 
f ields that help them understand 
how humanity functions."

"...now everyone thinks they can make 
a film. But you know, not everyone 
can make a film!"Pictured: Sharon Wood with Ai Weiwei and the composer, Wendy 

Blackstone

"...in terms of doing the f ilms, I’m 
happiest when I’m starting, when 
I’m doing the research; because then 
anything is possible."



Pictured: Sharon Wood in Üsküdar, İstanbul

but also nerve racking. You have to cover all the subjects, you 
have to get the shots you need, you have to deal with the people 
around asking questions or making noise. It’s exciting, but I 
don’t always want that much excitement in my life.  At least at 
this point of my life, I like the more reflective part of film making 
where you are researching and writing and then editing.  

So, “at this point in your life”, after a long, fruitful career, can 
you see notable changes in your field, new directions that 
weren’t there at the beginning? 

Both in the U.S. and the world, the field is becoming much more 
open to people who weren’t welcomed before. Historically, there 
have been many women in documentary film making, partly 
because it doesn’t pay very well, so men go on to make dramatic 
films. But while it’s been a field that welcomed many women, 
now there are more people of color and from a wider range 
of backgrounds, and I think that’s wonderful. Documentaries 
are supposed to help us understand the world and these new 
filmmakers will do that. And of course, technologically a lot has 
changed. When I was young, there were small cheap cameras 
and editing systems almost anyone could use. Then there were 
very expensive cameras only a few people could use. Now it’s 
back to smaller cheap cameras. People are making films on their 
cell phones. I’m going to be doing that to some degree with the 
Evliya Çelebi film. It’s very inexpensive and increasingly good 
quality, but also it doesn’t call that much attention to itself, it’s 
not intrusive. So the field is more open to many more people 
because the equipment is available and cheaper. 

At the same time though, now everyone thinks they can make a 
film. But you know, not everyone can make a film!

Do you have one last piece of advice for prospective Fulbright 
grant applicants in your field? 

I’ve already encouraged writers and film makers to apply to 
Fulbright, telling them how great it’s been for me. You need to 
find a subject in the field, one that’s related to the host country. 
It can’t be something imposed; and you have to be authentically 

interested in that. You also need to find an affiliated university 
that has some kind of relationship to your subject, which 
usually boils down to faculty members. So, you can’t just throw 
something together, you need to think it really through and 
make the contacts and take the time. In some ways that’s what’s 
good about the lengthy process.

And one last piece of advice for students who want to study 
film making?

Because the technology keeps changing, the cameras, lights 
and editing systems, you also need to learn the aesthetics, the 
techniques. Technology will always change. So, I always urge 
young prospective film makers to study history, philosophy, 
journalism, sociology; fields that help them understand how 
humanity functions. They can then address their subjects with 
more depth. And that would help them function better in the 
larger world too. I think that’s really critical, because that gives 
them a foundation to build on in terms of how they develop their 
career. And you can always find projects to volunteer on. 

My rule is, you volunteer on a project only once. Because there, 
you meet people. Many people in filmmaking get hired through 
personal recommendations, so you need to develop your 
contacts. Meet people, work for them, do a good job, then they 
will recommend you.  

Anything you would like to add?

I feel so grateful to the Fulbright Program, because it opened up a 
whole world to me. I’m sure that I will continue to feel connected 
to Turkey.  I want to return regardless of what happens with the 
Evliya Çelebi project, because I feel I was enriched, and that has 
been a wonderful gift. I hope I finish the project, but I’ve already 
gotten an enormous amount from my experience.  

If you don’t mind, I’d like to answer one question you didn’t ask 
and tell you about two of the films I’m currently working on, while 
also giving them a plug!  Both will be released in 2021. One is the 
story of the first Nepali woman to climb Mount Everest. We don’t 
have a final name for the film, but it might be something like “A 
Determined Woman:  Pasang Lhamu Sherpa and the Mountain.”

The other film is called “Pleistocene Park,” and it’s about a father 
and son scientist team who are trying to prevent permafrost 
melting with an experimental reintroduction of herds of 
herbivores in northeast Siberia. 

Unfortunately, I didn’t travel to either Nepal or Siberia – I joined 
the filmmaking team when both films were being edited – but 
might have a chance after COVID-19 is under control.

"I feel so grateful to the Fulbright 
Program, because it opened up a 
whole world to me. I’m sure that I will 
continue to feel connected to Turkey."

"Meet people, work for them, do a good 
job, then they will recommend you."
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American Programs

2020-2021 The 
Fulbright/Turkish 

Universities Master's 
Program

Pictured above:  Our 2020-2021 Fulbright-Turkish Universities Master’s Program Grantees together with our Executive Director, Prof. Ersel Aydınlı (second row, far right), 
Minister Counselor for Public Affairs from the U.S. Embassy in Ankara, Mr. Robert Hilton (third row), and Commission staff during the Online Initial Orientation Meeting.

The American Programs welcomed 
its first Fulbright/Turkish Universities 
Master's Program grantees and 
organized webinar sessions, an 
online Initial Orientation Meeting, and 
in-person meetings with them to ease 
their transition to their life in Turkey. 
Currently, the American Programs 
are working with the U.S. Scholar, U.S. 
Student Open Study/Research and 
ETA grantees who are expected to 
start their grant period in February 
2021, to prepare them for their time 
in Turkey .

The 2020-2021 Fulbright-Turkish 
Universities Master’s Program grantees, 
Sophia Grazia Mauro, Madelyn Jeanette 
Beacham, Seyitcan Koçak Üçin, and 
Noah Mattheus Pape, started their grant 
periods with an orientation meeting held 
on September 24-25, 2020. The meeting, 
which was held online due to the pandemic, 
started with welcoming remarks by the 
Executive Director of our Commission, 
Prof. Ersel Aydınlı, and Minister Counselor 
for Public Affairs from the U.S. Embassy 
in Ankara, Mr. Robert Hilton. Afterwards, 

Initial Orientation 
Meeting with Our 

2020-2021 Fulbright-
Turkish Universities 

Master's Program 
Grantees

The Turkish Fulbright Commission is 
honored to announce that the f irst 
grantees of the Fulbright/Turkish 
Universities Master’s Program arrived 
and commenced their programs at their 
host institutions. The Fulbright/Turkish 
Universities Master’s Program is a special 
program because for the first time in the 
Commission’s history, it provides American 
citizens with an opportunity to pursue a 
full-time degree at leading state and 
foundation universities in Turkey with a 

Fulbright grant. Our grantees were placed 
at İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, Koç 
University and Sabancı University and are 
currently pursuing their Master’s degrees 
in various subjects such as International 
Relations, History and Turkish Studies. We 
wish our grantees a successful academic 
year and hope that this program will 
contribute to developing mutual 
understanding between the Turkish and 
American people through educational 
exchange.

our grantees participated in administrative 
and program related sessions conducted 
by the Commission staff, and informative 
brief ings by the U.S. Embassy off icers 
and scholars in different academic fields. 
Although it was not possible to have an 
in-person orientation meeting this year, 
Program Assistant Ms. Güneş Tunç in 
Ankara, and İstanbul Office Coordinator Ms. 
Betti Delevi in Istanbul were able to meet 
with them and share breakfast, lunch, and 
great conversations.



Stories from U.S. Grantees

Pictured: Our 2020-2021 Fulbright/Turkish 
Universities Master’s Program Grantees, Sophia 
Mauro and Noah Pape together with our 2017-
2018 FLTA grantee, Gül Deniz Demirel

The American Programs Unit organized 
online Turkish classes for our 2020-2021 
Fulbright/Turkish Universities Master’s 
Program grantees to facilitate their 
transition to their academic studies and 
daily lives in Turkey before their arrival. The 
courses were designed and delivered by 
our 2017-2018 Foreign Language Teaching 
Assistantship (FLTA) Program grantees, Gül 
Deniz Demirel and Elif Sayar. Thanks to the 
diligent work of our former FLTA grantees, 
our U.S. grantees had a chance to improve 
their Turkish language skills and learn 
more about the Turkish culture. .

Online Turkish 
Classes For Our 

2020-2021 Fulbright/
Turkish Universities 

Master's Program 
Grantees 

Pictured: Our 2020-2021 Fulbright/Turkish 
Universities Master’s Program Grantee, Madelyn 
Beacham together with our 2017-2018 FLTA 
grantee, Elif Sayar

2020-2021 
Fulbright U.S. 

Scholar Program, 
U.S. Student Open 

Study/Research 
Program, and 

English Teaching 
Assistant  (ETA) 

Award 
Our 2020-2021 U.S. Scholar Program,, 
U.S. Student Open Study/Research 
and ETA Program grantees are 
expected to start their grant periods 
in January 2021 instead of September 
2020 due to the pandemic. We are 
looking forward to welcoming our 
grantees in Turkey in January 2021.

Ms. Sophia Grazia 
Mauro

2020-2021 U.S. Student 
Fulbright/Turkish Universities 

Master’s Program Grantee
Georgetown University, Washington, 

D.C. / Sabancı University, İstanbul

One of my favorite things to do 
every day is to walk along the 
shore in my neighborhood of 
Istanbul. After a day filled with 
Zoom classes, getting outside 
and taking in some fresh air is 
essential. 

The shore of the Bosphorous is 
filled with friends having picnics, 
bikers, joggers, families, and        

“simitçis” selling tea and simit. I 
love being able to walk for five 
minutes from my apartment and 
end up right next to the water. I 
have turned this daily walk into a 
ritual, a time to think about what 
I’ve learned that day and take a 
break from computer screens.

But even during the day, my 
proximity to the water is 
a welcome respite. While 
engaging in classes like “Rise & 
Fall of Democracy,” “Methods 
and Scope of Political Analysis,” 
or “Turkish Politics,” I always 
open my window to let the noise 
from the street filter up into my 
virtual classroom. The squawks of 
seagulls always fill the background, keep 
me motivated, and remind me that the sea 
isn’t far away. 

Pictured: Sophia Mauro, in İstanbul

"I always open my window 
to let the noise from the 
street filter up into my 
virtual classroom. The 
squawks of seagulls 
always fill the background, 
keep me motivated, and 
remind me that the sea 
isn’t far away."
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Pictured: Madelyn Beacham at Sultan Ahmet 
Square in İstanbul

Pictured: Madelyn Beacham and Seyitcan Koçak Üçin at Anıtkabir in Ankara

When I took the university shuttle to the 
Immigration Office to get my residency 
permit, I met several Bilkent students from 
Iran who were on the same mission. They 
kindly took me into their fold and helped 
me at the Office. Since that day, we have 
hung out, studied together on campus, 
and become great friends. A couple of 
them are from Tabriz, so they have talked 
to me so much about the nuances of being 
Iranian and also Azeri, as well as about the 
rich cultural history of their hometown. 
They have also taught me several words 
in Azeri, and it has been fun comparing 
what they teach me in Azeri to what I 
am learning in Turkish. In turn, I have 
enjoyed answering their questions about 
American culture and both the accuracy 

It has been about a month-and-a-half since 
I arrived in Turkey to begin my Master’s in 
History at Bilkent University. I remember 
not too long ago when my biggest hurdles 
were to get a phone line and open a bank 
account, but now my daily tasks are to 
read some of the next "ferman" we are 
going to look at in my Sources of Ottoman 
Economic and Social History class, research 
potential thesis topics, and read the next 
piece in the collection of Ömer Seyfettin’s 
short stories I bought the f irst time I 
ventured into Kızılay. Most of these tasks 
are completed in my dorm room in Ankara 
on the top floor of a building on the top of 
the hill that is Bilkent’s campus, which has 
a wonderful and vitalizing view of Ankara. 

Ms. Madelyn 
Jeanette Beacham

2020-2021 U.S. Student Fulbright/
Turkish Universities Master’s 

Program Grantee 
University of North Georgia, Georgia /

İhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, 
Ankara

"Even though we are from 
different places, we are all 
guests in Turkey and serve 
as a great support system 
to each other as fellow 
international students"

and fabrication of America according to 
Hollywood. One thing that we all have in 
common is our love for a good, home-
cooked meal. They wanted to cook the food 
for me that their moms make for them; the 
dishes that make them feel at home. So, a 
couple of the girls hosted a feast made up 
of all their favorite Persian foods. It was all 
delicious and I felt so grateful to be invited 
into a close-knit community on campus. 
Even though we are from different places, 
we are all guests in Turkey and serve as 
a great support system to each other as 
fellow international students. 

Mr. Seyitcan Koçak 
Üçin 

2020-2021 U.S. Student Fulbright/
Turkish Universities Master’s 

Program Grantee 
Princeton University, New Jersey / İhsan 

Doğramacı Bilkent University, Ankara



Turkish Programs

Pre-Departure 
Orientations for the 

2020-2021 Academic 
Year Grantees

It was a summer like no other as the COVID-19 
pandemic continued. However, the Turkish 
Programs Unit maintained its Pre-Departure 
Orientation and Initial Orientation schedules 
for the 2020-2021 and 2021-2022 academic year 
cohorts respectively.

We kicked off with the virtual orientation for 
the 2020-2021 Student Core Program grantees 

A similar arrangement has been made 
for our 2020-2021 academic year Foreign 
Language Teaching Assistant (FLTA) 
Program grantees. Even though most of 
the cohort has started teaching Turkish and 

who either traveled to the United States to start 
their academic programs in person for the Fall 
2020 semester or stayed in Turkey for virtual 
enrollment. Regardless of their enrollment 
format, they are being fully supported by the 
Fulbright Program.

Pictured:  2020-2021 Student Core Program 
Grantees at the Pre-Departure Orientation

Pictured: 2020-2021 FLTA Program Grantees at 
the Pre-Departure Orientation

engaging in cultural activities at their host 
institutions in the United States, those who 
had to stay in Turkey are participating in 
their programs virtually while maintaining 
full grantee status. 
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Application Period for 
the 2022-2023 Grants
Applications are now open!

T h e  a p p l i c a t i o n  d ea d l i n e  
for the 2022-2023 Student Core 
Program is 7 April, 2021.

Please visit the Commission’s official  
website for more information:

www.fulbright.org.tr

Pictured right: 2020-2021 CCIP Grantees at the 
Pre-Departure Orientation with program officials

2021-2022 Academic 
Year Turkish Student 

Core Program 
Nominees

Our Community College Initiative Program 
(CCIP) grantees have had to wait a bit longer 
than our Student Core and FLTA Program 
grantees to start their programs. However, 
they will be traveling to the United States 
in early January 2021 just in time for the 
beginning of the spring semester.

The selection process of all the programs 
administered under the auspices of the 
Turkish Programs Unit has been moved online 
due to the pandemic. The 2021-2022 academic 
year Student Core Program nominees were 
the first to be nominated as such, following 
an exclusively virtual dossier evaluation and 
interview phases of selection. 

Pictured above: Student Core Program Nominees and the Commission Staff at the Virtual Initial 
Orientation Meeting



After taking classes on Zoom for two 
months, I arrived in Evanston in September 
to start the fall semester for my MBA 
at Northwestern University, Kellogg 
School of Management. Due to the 
hybrid teaching format, I now take half 
of the classes on Zoom. Attending some 
other classes in person gives me the 
opportunity to compare the educational 
experience across different formats and 
different locations. It’s fascinating to see 
how similar the experience is and how 
effectively my institution, like many other 
institutions, is managing the situation. 
COVID-19 forced many of my classmates 
and me to change our plans, but it also 
expanded the space that we can “virtually” 
be in the world. Since I started my MBA, 
I’ve attended various webinars, which 
were initially planned as seminars with a 
limited number of attendees. I’ve taken 
additional online classes, which I wouldn’t 

Stories from Our Turkish Fulbright Grantees

Doğa Demirhan
2020-2021 Master’s Program 

Grantee
İİhsan Doğramacı Bilkent University, 

Ankara / Northwestern University, 
Illinois

"Virtual Education at 
its Best"

have taken otherwise, and even attended 
the informational webinars of my home 
school Bilkent University, again, which I 
couldn’t have attended under normal 
circumstances. 

Although it’s impressive to see how we can 
turn this situation to our advantage, it’s 
upsetting not to experience many activities, 
such as international trips and large group 
gatherings. To compensate for that, I’m 
running by Lake Michigan every morning 
and enjoying the sunrise over the lake. In 
addition, we regularly meet with the other 
Fulbright scholars in the Chicago area in 
small group settings and get to know each 
other better than we would have in bigger 
gathering events. I’m sure, going forward, 
as the current situation is resolved, we will 
keep most of our learnings and continue to 
live in a more connected and smaller world. 
I’m looking forward to taking many other 
pictures of the lake before it gets too cold 
to run outside in Chicago.

Pictured left: "Classes from my room in 
Ankara and Evanston" 

Pictured right: "View from my morning 
runs"

"COVID-19 forced many 
of my classmates and 
me to change our plans, 
but it also expanded 
the space that we can 

“virtually” be in the world"

Bengüsu Özcan
2020-2021 Master’s Program 

Grantee
Sabancı University, İstanbul / 

Columbia University, New York

"Connecting Through 
Social Distance"

restaurants and almost no social gathering 
events even outdoors. 

Despite how it sounds, I actually found it 
empowering to go through this period 
here with other students in the same 
boat. Thanks to the university’s efforts, I 
got to meet international students from 
many different programs who are going 
through the same uncertain times. Now, 
we are a big and diverse community that 
I would normally not have been able to 
meet, coming together in smaller groups 
to try new food, benefit from the calmness 
of gorgeous museums and starting some 
pseudo-traditions (not skipping Dragon 
Sushi Wednesdays even during the 
midterms week!). I believe it is fair to say 
that we have connected through social 
distancing. 

We also trust each other, knowing how 
careful everyone is in following the health 
guidelines. Thanks to the school providing 
free tests any time to any student, my 
friends and I get tested probably more 
than we could have in our home countries. 
To summarize, I believe that I am definitely 
spending my pandemic year in the best 
way I could have – but hoping to go back 
to normal next year!

Starting something new during 
the pandemic is diff icult. Leaving a 
professional job and moving to a new 
country was without doubt, another 
challenge for me. Despite not being what 
I had imagined, the new reality is still a 
reality, and my experience in the United 
States will still be very enriching. 

I am currently living near Columbia 
University in New York. I have the 
valuable opportunity of being actually in 
a classroom, raising my hand and asking 
questions. However, given the fact that the 
next person sits on the other edge of the 
classroom, I must admit that the in-class 
experience is not an admirable one. On the 
other hand, the city famous for its great 
restaurants and bustling social life is also 
on pause with limited opening hours for 

Pictured: “Being the early bird in the classroom 
set up with school’s very strict social distancing 
policies” 
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It has been a struggle for me to just come 
to the United States. I was so focused on 
this scholarship for two years consecutively, 
yet I knew it was worth it. After being able 
to set foot on the continent, I faced a 
deserted atmosphere right away, since the 
airport was half operated and there were 
hardly any people around. However, I knew 
the experience we would have was going 
to be unique. In my host community and in 
others as well, people seldom go out. Even 
though there are always people who try to 
do some recreational activities, it is not the 
same. I was lucky that my university was 
trying hard to keep its students engaged 
with on and off campus activities. Some 
other Fulbrighters did not have this 
opportunity due to the strict measures 
taken.

One of the most stunning things I have 
experienced is the beauty of the nature in 
my state, New York – which may be true for 

I am a Foreign Language Teaching 
Assistant in Five Colleges and working 
remotely from Turkey during the fall term. 
I’m often recognized for the amount of 
effort I put into my work; and this culture 
of appreciation helps me keep motivated 
while both teaching and taking courses as 
a student remotely. 

As the FLTAs teaching remotely from 
Turkey, we organized a Virtual Turkish 
Language Event on October 29, 2020. 
The Turkish language learners f rom 
Five Colleges, University of California, 
Santa Barbara, University of Oregon, and 

Michigan State 
University joined 
in this virtual 
language event 
and participated 
in the language 
activities.  During 
that event, we also 
celebrated the 
97th anniversary 
of the Republic 
of  Turkey.  My 
students are very 
i n t e r e s t e d  i n 
learning Turkish. I 
enjoy being their 
mentor in their 

Pictured: Deha on one of his nature walks 
near Syracuse University

Pictured:  “Our virtual meeting with FLTAs of 
Spanish language f rom Spain and Mexico 
in Amherst College in the Virtual Spanish 

Conversation Club”

Deha Diril
2020-2021 Foreign Language 

Teaching Assistant (FLTA) 
Program Grantee

TED University, Ankara / 

Syracuse University, New  York

Betül İşcan
2020-2021 Foreign Language 

Teaching Assistant (FLTA) 
Program Grantee

Çakmak Şehit Mahmut Coşkunsu 
Middle School, İstanbul / Five Colleges, 

Massachusetts 

other states as well.  I never knew fall could 
be so colorful and splendid. I bought a 
camera specifically to capture this beauty. 
My university had numerous excursion 
programs I always took advantage of until 
I got a car. Driving in the States is also 
quite different from my home country. 
The positioning of traffic lights is not the 
same and I can say that I kind of missed 
overtaking a car! 

Coming from a country where the majority 
of people live in buildings, seeing such 
beautiful, colorful and even architecturally 
creative houses amazed me. On top of this, 
far from urban areas, it was impressive to 
observe how the grass and terrain were 
well taken care of. Looking outside from 
a car window or a bus, it was difficult to 
miss the neat landscaping and appreciate 
the beauty.

My experience in the United States 
overall not only offered me exciting 
human interactions but also a marvelous 
landscape and nature - more than enough 
for me in this pandemic.

learning process. One of my students 
shared with me that he dreamed in Turkish. 
He said that he came to İstanbul and had a 
conversation with people in Turkish in his 
dream. This made me happy. 

As the staff of Five Colleges Center 
for World Languages, we celebrated 

“Indigenous Peoples’ Day” on the 12th of 
October and honored the history and 
contributions of Native Americans, who 
lived on the land long before Columbus’ 
arrival. As one of the activities, we explored 
the virtual exhibition called “Indigenous 
Futurisms: Transcending Past/Present/
Future”. I joined the "5th AATT Conference: 
21st Century Language Learning Standards 
and Curriculum Design" organized by the 
American Association of Teachers of Turkic 
Languages as a listener. I have also been 
attending a virtual Spanish conversation 
club organized weekly by FLTAs from 
Spain, Uruguay, and Mexico in Amherst 
College and practicing Spanish there. 
Now, those FLTAs of Spanish language are 
my friends. I have been meeting virtually 
with a nutrition advisor offered by Five 
Colleges biweekly to improve my health 
and wellness in these tough times. I am 
of course good friends with Turkish FLTAs. 
We are always in contact, helping and 
supporting each other with ideas. We are 
better together! 

"Live in Turkey, Work 
in the U.S.A."

Stories from Our Turkish Fulbright Grantees



stayed in my home country due to the 
current situation. In the picture, you see 
four very successful teachers whom I 
met thanks to Fulbright. We were in 
one of our meetings trying to plan our 
first collaborative event. We commit our 
evenings to developing our teaching 
skills and delivering great lessons. In 
addition, I am attending the events of 

“Health and Wellness” Center at UCSB and 
learning how to follow a balanced diet and 
meditating with fellow participants on a 
regular basis. 

My department has shown great 
appreciation towards our collaborative 
event, Turkish Language Table “Laklak,” 
and people who are curious about Turkey 
have attended it. I gave a speech on my 
teaching methodology and the Turkish 
language in the welcome reception of 
my department. I was very excited and 
grateful for this opportunity!

These sentences have come to sound 
familiar to a great number of people all 
around the world – and certainly to those 
who have been teaching remotely and 
away from their classrooms since March 
2020. As an English Language Teacher, I 

now realize that a 
classroom is more 
than a place where 
one can find desks 
and a board. A 
classroom is where 
you laugh, discover, 
challenge, and try; 
a safe environment 
where it's okay to 
make mistakes 
together and assist 
one another. 

I’m working as a 
Turkish FLTA at 
UCSB and have 

I feel quite lucky and brave to have a 
Fulbright experience during the COVID-
19 pandemic in the United States, even 
though it was very challenging in the 
beginning. The people of Durham have 
been taking great precautions during the 
global pandemic by promoting mask use 
and social distancing, which made me 
feel really safe. However, I had to make 
an extra effort in order to socialize and 
blend in the society. During the “new 
normal” times, I have been learning how 
to cope with virtual teaching, learning 
and socializing like everyone. There are 
a lot of opportunities for newcomers 
to blend in the society such as student 
organizations, events, NGOs and even 
volunteer internships. So many people 
support you in your journey. Fulbright and 
the host institutions are putting in a lot of 
effort to support newcomers. It doesn’t 
matter who you are, there are places you 
will feel welcomed. 

Fulbright doesn’t only support your 
professional/academical/personal growth 
but also intercultural communication. 
Being a cultural ambassador, you interact 
with different cultures, which gives you a 
unique perspective of the world. You start 
questioning your own prejudices and 
norms and try to understand different 
or new cultural elements. At the same 

Pictured left: The first virtual meeting of the 
Turkish FLTAs teaching remotely from Turkey 
while organizing the Virtual Turkish Language 
Event-Laklak

Pictured left:  Burak when he first arrived at the 
West Campus of Duke University

Şaziye Müge Uysal
2020-2021 Foreign Language 

Teaching Assistant (FLTA) 
Program Grantee

BÜMED MEÇ Schools, İstanbul / 
University of California, Santa Barbara

Burak Üzümcüler
2020-2021 Foreign Language 

Teaching Assistant (FLTA) 
Program Grantee

Darüşşafaka Association, İstanbul / 
Duke University, North Carolina

time, you are a representative of your own 
culture. People who have not heard of the 
place you come from get really interested 
in knowing more about your culture. I 
believe cultural interaction is a great tool 
to make the world a better place. 

Despite many challenges, I try my best 
to seize the day and enjoy my experience 
here in the United States. I am sure this 
experience will be a huge part of my 
journey. Thank you, Fulbright, for such a 
huge impact on the world.

"F u l b r i g h t  d o e s n ’ t 
o n l y  s u p p o r t  yo u r 
professional/academical/
personal growth but 
a l s o  i n t e r c u l t u r a l 
communication. Being 
a cultural ambassador, 
you interact with different 
cultures, which gives you a 
unique perspective of the 
world."

"My Teaching Journey 
on Zoom"

“I’m sharing my screen 
now”/“Can everyone 
hear me?”/“Oh! Sorry I 
was muted”

"A New Normal"
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Advising activities took many forms 
in the past six months, transferring 
all traditional in-person encounters, 
presentations, fair participations and 
meetings to virtual platforms, and 
added a variety of new channels to 
the existing ones. 

Pictured below right: 
Webinar for Marmara University Technical 

Sciences Community College

Outreach Activities

The Community College Initiative 
(CCI) Program was announced in early 
November, and many webinars and 
other virtual events were organized 
until its deadline, December 14, 2020. 
While there were several webinars for 
the general public, presentations were 
organized by the Ankara and İstanbul 
offices for 21 specific community colleges. 

There were also Q&A sessions that 
targeted community college grant 
applicants, and one live session 
with a CCIP alumnus, Onur Gürbüz.

Pictured below left: 
Webinar for İstanbul Ayvansaray University Plato 

Community College

Pictured: Webinar for Hacettepe University Social 
Sciences Community College

Even before the Master’s and Ph.D. 
grant was announced, seven webi-
nars with specif ic universities were 
organized to promote the program.

Pictured: Fulbright Grants and Study in the U.S.A. 
webinar for Koç University

Don't forget to follow us on social media:

Advising Program



Webinars on different topics were 
scheduled nearly every week, targeting 
graduate applications: “Fulbright Grants 
and Financial Aid Opportunities in U.S.A.”, 

“Writing an Effective Statement of Purpose”, 
“Interview Techniques,” and “TOEFL, GRE, 
GMAT Tests.”

Pictured: Images used on our website and social 
media accounts to promote our webinars 

Webinars and Social 
Media Events

In addition to our “Instagram Live Session” 
and “Instagram Q&A” activities, our unit 
has started the “Instagram Live Sessions 
with Fulbright Alumni”. Before the 
deadline of each program, live sessions 
are conducted with alumni. In the first 
half of the sessions, our alumni answer 
our questions regarding their experiences 
as grantees and give tips about how to 
successfully complete the application 
form. Afterwards participants address their 
own questions to the alumni. A total of 1097 
viewers attended our six live sessions with 
the Visiting Scholar Program, Postdoctoral 
Program, Hubert H. Humphrey Program, 
Foreign Language Teaching Assistant 
(FLTA) Award, Ph.D. Dissertation Research 
Grant and Community College Initiative 
(CCI) Program alumni.

Pictured right: Images from our "Instagram 
Live Sessions with Fulbright Alumni" featuring 

Ms. Mevlüde Bakır

with Prof. Nihal Buzkan 
2017-2018 Senior 
Scholar alumna

with Dr. Seçkin Eroğlu 
2018-2019 Post-Doc 
alumnus

with Ms. Ayşegül Çerçi 
2004-2005 Hubert H. 
Humphrey alumna

with Ms. Hilal Polat 
2018-2019 FLTA alumna

with, Ms. Nur Alaçam 
2018-2019 VSR alumna

with Mr. Onur Gürbüz 
2019-2020 CCIP 
alumnus
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Outreach for high school students 
included three webinars for St. Benoit, Ste. 
Pulcherie and St. Michel French schools 
in İstanbul. 

Several webinars were organized generally 
targeting high school students on the 
topics: “Study in the U.S.A.”, “TOEFL, SAT, 
ACT”, and “Pre-Departure Orientation.”

One-on-one advising sessions for high 
school students and parents have also 
moved to online platforms, such as Zoom 
and Google Meet. They are advised on 
their choices, resources that can help 
them, steps that need to be taken, and 
the preparations required for successful 
applications.

High School 
Outreach

Pictured:  
Ste. Pulcherie French High School webinar on 

Study in the U.S.A.

Pictured: webinar for IEFT

International 
EducationFairs

While in “normal” times, advisers in both 
Ankara and İstanbul Offices attended the 
IEFT and Akare Fairs every spring and fall, 
this year, when the fairs became hybrid, 
webinars became the norm. Fulbright 
Grant Programs, as well as the basic steps 
for applying to U.S. universities, were 
presented for IEFT and Akare to a total of 
221 attendees.

The EducationUSA network remained 
active with the leadership of the region’s 
REAC, Ms. Gordana Mirchikj, connecting 
f requently for morning calls, mostly 
country calls, professional development 
sessions, the LL.M. Fair organization and 
preparation, International Education Week 
(IEW) events, Open Doors analysis and 
many more.

Pictured: REAC Turkey Call



 
Pictured above: Break-out room hosted by Ms. Delevi

LL.M. Fair

The annual European EducationUSA 
LL.M. Fair, which was hosted by our 
Commision's İstanbul Branch Office 
for the first time in 2019, was hosted 
again this year virtually. The event 
brings together American Law Faculties 
looking to meet and recruit students and 
young professionals, with young lawyers 
interested in pursuing an LL.M. degree in 
the U.S. 

 The virtual organization required much 

more preparation, communication, 
and coordination.  The İstanbul Office 
prepared a video explaining the 
LL.M. program, its requirements and 
application process, a presentation 
for the university representatives, a 
brochure for attendees, and numerous 
communication messages.  In the end, all 
the hard work paid off when 420 students 
and young professionals registered for 
the event, and about one third attended 
the fair on November 10 and 12. 

Pictured below: Gordana Mirchikj, REAC 
for Turkey, opening the event online before  

Betti Delevi presents the overview for the 
university representatives

The event began with an overview of 
law education and practice in Turkey, 
presented by İstanbul Office Coordinator 
Betti Delevi to representatives of 24 law 
faculties. After some socializing on Zoom, 
the fair began in three breakout rooms, 
with one hosted by Ms. Delevi where eight 
law faculty representatives provided short 
overviews of their programs. Afterwards, 
attendees proceeded to university rooms 
to receive more detailed information and 
ask questions. Some attendees came to 
the Adviser Room directed by Ms. Delevi 
and Education Adviser Ms. Serin Alpokay 
Taş, to ask general questions on Fulbright 
grants. The İstanbul Consulate Visa Office 
also hosted a room where they gave a 
presentation and answered questions. 

Overall, the fair was well-organized, 
well-attended, and satisfactory for both 
attendees and law faculties.
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International 
Conferences & 

Events
The annual NACAC (National Association 
of College Admission Counseling) 
Conference, which was scheduled on 
September 22-24, 2020, went virtual this 
year. Betti Delevi, who was invited to 
attend the event was able to participate 
in the events, answered questions in the 
Adviser Rooms, and attended two virtual 
campus visits.

Pictured  bottom left: 
Duty on the NACAC 
Adviser Chat Room

Pictured right:  
Visiting St. Thomas 
University virtually

Pictured bottom right:  
Visiting St. Paul 
College virtually

The annual EducationUSA Forum 
also went virtual on October 21-23, 
2020, opening free attendance to 
EducationUSA Advisers. For three 
days, advisers attended virtual events 
whenever they could make time, or 
watched recordings later, for events they 
missed. As always, the signature event 
provided ways to keep up with recent 
trends, learn about how HEIs are coping 
with the pandemic, and what the future 
might hold for the industry. 

International Education Week (IEW), a 
joint initiative of the U.S. Department 
of State and the U.S. Department of 
Education, which takes place annually 
in November, presents an opportunity 
to celebrate the benefits of international 
education and exchange worldwide. This 
year, our offices coordinated with the 
other EducationUSA offices in Turkey to 
lay out a week of many diverse activities, 
webinars, presentations and hosting 
events, on November 16-20, 2020.

Pictured above:  
“Applying to U.S. Universities as International 

Student Athletes”, webinar hosted by our 
Commission’s İstanbul Branch Office, and 

presented by the University of Central Florida; 
with high school counselors, coaches, students 

and parents attending.

Pictured right: 
Webinar on Visual Arts Portfolio Workshop 

hosted by the Commission’s İstanbul Branch 
Office, and presented by Ms. Sasha Walker 

from the College for Creative Studies (CCS), Mr. 
Emmitt Smith from California College of the Arts 
(CCA), Ms. Sarah Titford from Maryland Institute 
College of Art and Design (MICA), and Ms. Anita 

Bhardwaj from School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago (SAIC).

Pictured right:  
An image from the Social Media Live Session 

conducted during IEW featuring Ms. Mevlüde 
Bakır and Ms. Berrak Yıldırım answering 

questions 



Open Doors Data

U.S. students in Turkey 
has grown again for the 

second year:

United States hosts over 1 million 
international students for the 5th year.

The 2020 Open Doors Report on 
International Educational Exchange, 
released by the U.S. Department of 
State’s Bureau of Educational and 
Cultural Affairs and the Institute 
of International Education (IIE) 
reveals that the U.S. hosted 1,075,496 
international students in 2019-2020. 
Despite a slight decline of 1.8%, this 
group still represents 5.5% of all 
students in U.S. higher education. 
U.S. remained the top destination 
for international students, and new 
international student enrollment 
showed marked improvement from 
a 7% decline in the previous two years.

Below are some data on Turkish 
student mobility to the United States 
in the 2019-2020 academic year.

The number of Turkish 
students studying in the U.S.A. 
in the 2019-2020 academic 
year was 9,481 with a drop of 
6,7% compared to the year 
before. 

With this number, Turkey was 
still the #15 sending country to 
the U.S. globally, and the 2nd 
largest in Europe, following 
the UK.

By academic level, the percentage of 
Turkish students doing graduate studies is 

still the largest:

Top 5 receiving states for Turkish 
students has stayed the same as 
previous years:
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